
The Lion’s Wood Nesting Tables are 
as attractive as they are functional.  
The original Lion’s Wood Nesting set 
has a classic look with solid wood 
aprons, tapered solid wood legs, and 
your choice of tabletop materials. 
They are very strong and beautiful. 
But the real beauty of The Lion’s 
Wood Nesting Tables is that they 
may be stored in plain sight, elegantly 
occupying a fraction of the space that 
they provide when open.  

We also offer Nesting sets in Stainless 
Steel or Powder Coated Steel for a 
more contemporary environment. 
Metal Frame Nesting tables are 
available with all of the same tabletop 
and Edge treatments offered in the 
wood models, or with a very sleek 
recessed top inside the frame.

The 3” diameter locking, 360 degree 
nylon swivel-caster allows for easy 
mobility on all floor surfaces. You 
may purchase sets of two or three of 
the tables offered in nesting sets. 
Tables are also available as singles.
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Nesting Table Surface Options
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Brown Glaze Cocobala Aurora MatterhornCherry

Ebony Brown Glaze*

Cocoa Brown

MauiMahogany

Noble

GranolaNight SkyAnigre Walnut

Linen Platinum Sahara

Because We Care
We care about your Nesting Tables, we care about your walls, and we care about your 

other decorative furnishings too. We know how much abuse these things can take in the 
fast-paced world of Hospitality. That’s why all wood Nesting Tables come with a 

Solid Wood Beveled Edge detail that includes our exclusive protective bumper, to protect 
not just the edges of the Nesting Tables, but everything else too!  

Protective Edge

Let’s Work Together
We offer these choices so that your Nesting Tables 

perfectly reflect your property’s décor. Work with your 
Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture  Representative to select 

your surface materials, options, and accessories. 

If You Don’t See What You Want...
We are constantly expanding  the options that 

we offer. Please be sure to visit us on the web at:
www.lwbanquetfurniture.com 

to see the latest.

CORIAN: The Premier Solid Surface Solution

QUARTZ: The Engineered Stone 
Product For Durability

WOOD: Stains Shown are on Ash 
except Brown Glaze* is on Pine

FINISHES: For Metal Frames

Stainless Steel

Cloud WhiteBronze

Black Matte Brown Matte

Sparkle Silver

Bamboo Blanco MapleAbsolute Green

Lyra Stellar NightCemento

LION’S STONE: Industrial Porcelain Tabletops

Midnight Fog

Athena Beluga Vintage Bourbe

Marble Faun Cafe Stone

White MatrixCorten Matrix

Black MatrixDeco Matrix

Bianco

Pumice

NESTING TABLE OPTIONS
Choices: We offer many more finish options. 
Please see our website: www.lwbanquetfurniture.com for more choices.
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Metal Leg with 
Finish

Nesting Table Construction Details

Nesting Table Details:
The Lion’s Wood Nesting 
Tables are designed to fit 
one-beneath-the-other,  greatly 
increasing the amount of display 
area that you get in the footprint 
of the largest member of the set. 
And because all are linen-free, 
they may be placed as furniture in 
the meeting rooms and hallways 
when not in use.  Use all three 
together to create a tiered buffet 
display or use them separately.

Nesting Table Dimensions
Wood table sizes :  

28”W x 56”L x 28”H,  
28”W x 74”L x 33”H, 
28”W x 92”L x 38”H
Metal table sizes:  

28”W x 56”L x 28”H, 
28”W x 62”L x 33”H, 
28”W x 68”L x 38”H 

Nesting Table Legs
Wood Nesting sets are available in Tapered 

and Straight Solid Wood. Metal Nesting 
Table Legs are available in powder coated 

steel or in brushed #4 Stainless Steel.

Tapered 
Solid Wood Leg

Steel Nesting Table 
with Quartz Top 

in stacked position.

Wood Nesting Table with 
Tapered Solid Wood Leg and 

Quartz top.

Stellar Night Quartz Top, Steel Leg and 
Apron with Custom Powder Coat 

in fanned position.

Leg Options Casters

Straight 
Solid Wood Leg

Absolute Green Quartz Top, Mahogany on 
Ash, Tapered Solid Wood Leg 

in fanned position.

Casters
Our 360 degree Swivel 

Caster with Brake is 
rugged and handsome, 
suitable for soft as well 

as hard flooring surfaces. 
Other Caster Styles 

Available upon Request.  



Lion’s Wood Design Solutions

Versatility: The Nesting Tables come in so many styles of Tabletop, Edge Treatment, Apron and Leg styles, and in so 
many finishes - there is no end to the possibilities! Designed to be part of the presentation, all of our tables are linen-
free - no need to hide them from view when not in use!

Durability: The construction details used in the Lion’s Wood Nesting Table make it a great addition to your 
property; the legs and frames are made of solid wood or sturdy metal tubing for strength and durability, and the 
rugged Nylon Swivel Casters can take a beating rolling over tile, stone, carpeted floors and floor transitions. 

Mobility: Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture sets the standard for Mobile Banquet Furniture. All of our tables  either 
have casters built-in, or are designed to be transported on carts and set up quickly with no tools. 

Hospitality has its own demands, and Lion’s Wood creates solutions for you that make your job easy, and make you look 
good. Our nesting tables are just one example of how we provide you with products that can be put into service when 

needed, and serve as decorative furniture pieces in the front of house, freeing up valuable storage space in the back. 

 At Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture, 
all orders for custom furnishings are 

confirmed by an order form showing the furniture and finish details, 
or by a drawing by our Design Department, 

showing all the details and finishes for client approval.
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Wood Edge and Bumper on Metal Frame 
Shown with Removable Shelf


